DEKRA-BSCIC COOPERATION AND LICENSE AGREEMENT
“Without continual growth and progress, such words as improvement,
achievement, and success have no meaning” -Benjamin Franklin
15/03/2016
BSCIC has always believed in the sanctity of continual growth, progress & as a clear manifestation of the
same, with great pleasure we announce that BSCIC has recently signed up a License Agreement about
Management System Certification with DEKRA Certification GmbH located at Stuttgart in Germany.
BSCIC will conduct 3rd party audits of Management Systems ISO 9001, 14001 and OHSAS 18001 as
authorized DEKRA Certification Partner under the German DAkkS accreditation as well as support DEKRA
Certification in ISO/TS 16949 certification.

Mr. Thomas Thees - Chief Financial Officer DEKRA Certification GmbH - and Mr. Sanjay Seth Managing Director BSCIC Certification - signing the Agreement at DEKRA Headquarter in Stuttgart.
As a neutral partner and with more than 1,000 specialists worldwide, DEKRA Certification provides a
comprehensive service for all aspects of quality and performance, safety and health, sustainability and
responsibility. About 30,000 companies in over 50 countries already use DEKRA’s certifications, tests and
inspections to achieve their individual goals in an uncomplicated and time-saving manner. For
international companies DEKRA Certification offer audits around the globe, based on the same
consistent quality standards.

“DEKRA Certification intends to expand further with dedicated partner companies with a strong sense of
responsibility which establishes long-term relationships with its customers and exceeds their
expectations by offering tailor-made, high-quality services. Together with the License Agreement with
BSCIC we will pursue this goal in India and the United Arab Emirates.” said Lothar Weihofen, Managing
Director of DEKRA Certification. “We wish Mr. Sanjay Seth and his whole BSCIC team good success and
are looking forward to an excellent and collaborative relationship.”

Starting left: Simon Pillay - Business Developer DEKRA SE; Sanjay Seth - Managing Director BSCIC; Thomas Thees - Chief
Financial Officer DEKRA Certification; Garima Bedi - International Manager BSCIC; Andreas Loh - Director Strategic
Development DEKRA Certification; Julia Bas - Manager Strategic Development DEKRA Certification.

For more information on the services DEKRA Certification GmbH offer, please visit the following link:
http://www.dekra-certification.com/en/services
DEKRA is one of the world’s leading expert organisations. The company currently maintains a presence
in 50 countries. More than 35,000 employees are committed to ensuring long-term safety, quality and
environmental protection. The DEKRA Business Units “Automotive”, “Industrial” and “Personnel”
provide professional and innovative services in the fields of vehicle inspections, expert appraisals,
international claims management, consulting, industrial testing, product testing, certification,
environmental protection and qualification.
DEKRA’s history can be tracked at the following link:
http://www.dekra.de/Share/History/

